BLACK IS HERE.

SELECT SILVER LINE® WINDOWS & PATIO DOORS NOW FEATURE A BLACK EXTERIOR COLOR OPTION.

Applied using an industry-leading technology, this finish will retain its color and character in any climate, year after year.

A FINISH THAT LASTS

- All season durability
- Complete, opaque coverage
- Resists scrapes and scuffs
- Withstands heat and cold
- Easy to clean

ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE

The exterior finish is a water-based and environmentally responsible coating that has minimal Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs).

MEETS STRICT STANDARDS

This exterior finish meets AAMA 615 (Voluntary Specification, Performance Requirements, and Test Procedures for Superior Organic Coatings on Plastic Profiles) which is the highest AAMA standard for this type of color finish.

silverlinewindows.com